
TARGETED BRAND STRATEGY
Every Thursday, businesses can reach a highly-targeted, hyper-local audience 
with the zoning capabilities found in our printed Inquirer Food Section to run in 
combination with targeted digital display options online.

Data shows there is an “increase in ad recall, brand recognition and actions taken” 
when advertisers run a high frequency campaign*
*Source: RAM US Average 11-28-2006  to 11-28-2018; High Frequency Advertisers N=15,623, Low Frequency Advertisers N=8,819

*Source: Scarborough 2018 R1 Base: Philadelphia 8-county market
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MARKET POWER

By Elisa Ludwig
FOR THE INQUIRER

R estaurant dining has long been compared to
theater, and just as in show business, there are
two parallel yet always distinct realities: what
happens in view of spectators and what goes on
behind the scenes. The real drama of food

service — medical emergencies, breakdowns, floods,
locusts — is almost always unknown to diners. As it
should be. But perhaps they would better appreciate
their foie gras if they understood the fiery hoops the
kitchen jumped through to get it to their table.

“Our restaurant is in a 1760s building, so there’s always
something to worry about it, whether it’s the sump pump
kicking on in the wine cellar or the power going out,”
says Andrew Masciangelo, executive chef/partner at
Savona in Gulph Mills. “Even when you know a storm is
coming, you can never fully plan for power going out.”

In the early 2000s, Savona held a Duckhorn wine
dinner for 130 guests. Just after the first course, there
was a severe thunderstorm and the restaurant lost
power. Although the gas still worked, there was no
kitchen exhaust system, which made cooking dangerous.
The kitchen staff decided to break the window on a door
in the kitchen and insert a box fan. They then ran an
extension cord to one of the line cook’s cars, connecting
it to an AC adapter. That makeshift hookup did the trick
and got the kitchen through the multicourse meal.
Meanwhile, staffers filled the restaurant and kitchen with

See FOOD DRAMA on D2
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By Michael Klein
STAFF WRITER

A splashy restaurant from a world-renowned chef,
overlooking Center City from the 59th floor, with a
lounge one floor above. New restaurants from other

decorated chefs (though three projects on the way from
Michael Solomonov and Steve Cook have no timetables).
A beer hall in University City packed with arcade games.
A plush sushi restaurant in Fishtown from a former
Morimoto chef. Kosher pizza in Bala Cynwyd. Vegan pizza
near Rittenhouse Square. The return of two burned-out
restaurants (Bridget Foy’s at Second and South and the
Little Lion at Third and Chestnut, both for fall). The
Fashion District Philadelphia (the old Gallery) with three
venues.

If my list of pending restaurant projects is any indica-
tion, 2019 will be another solid year for openings in the
Philadelphia region. On the flip side, if the end of 2018 is
also an indication, the number of closings won’t be too far
behind. I predict overall growth throughout the region but
nothing on the scale of previous years. The scene has
become saturated with options, stretching the customer
base and workforce. Also, restaurateurs who several
years ago signed three- and five-year leases are being hit
with sticker shock when they try to renew.

Here are the highlights. As always, opening dates are
elusive. It’s impossible for anyone — much less a wildly
optimistic restaurateur — to predict the inevitable construc-
tion delays, licensing problems, and the occasional finan-
cial calamity. In this booming restaurant economy, delays
are more pronounced as work crews are being stretched.

See LOOK AHEAD on D4

What to expect
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scene in 2019
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